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A B S T R A C T 

The motivation for creating a permanent lunar settlement is sketched, and reasons for 
doing so in the coming decade are put forward. A basic plan to accomplish this is outlined, 
along technical and programmatic axes. It is concluded that founding a lunar settlement 
on the five hundredth anniversary of the Columbus landing—a Columbus Project—could be 
executed as a volunteer-intensive American enterprise requiring roughly six thousand man-
years of skilled endeavor and a total Governmental contribution of the order of a half-billion 
dollars. 

Background 

Few events have so profoundly altered the course of human history as did the discovery of 
the New World by Christopher Columbus in October 1492, acting as an explorer of one of the 
dominant powers of that age, the Spanish Empire. The ensuing exploitation and settlement of 
the New World by western Europeans decisively established the European Ascendency, which 
continues through the present time. The other potentially planet-embracing cultures of that 
era, the empires of the Mogul and Ming dynasties, involuted and collapsed. 

Spain triumphed over Portugal and in turn was subordinated by England during the 
ascent of Europe to world dominance by superiority of follow-through in the New World, not 
by initial world-wide exploratory prowess or by decisive activities in the Old World. It may 
well be that dominance of Earth in our own age will likewise be decided by what appear at 
the time to be inconsequential developments on the periphery of ou4' "known world": cislunar 
space, the Moon, the inner planets and the asteroid belt. 

The human thrust into the physical universe beyond its terrestrial nursery has commenced 
in our own time, partly as an expression of the rivalry between the two polarizing nodes of the 
Ascendency, the Soviet Union and the United States: they launched the first men into space, 
and we landed the first ones on another planetary body, the Moon. 

Both superpowers hive announced plans to commence the permanent manned habitation 
of near-Earth space, in the form of continuously occupied space stations in low Earth orbit. 
Neither have yet declared definite intentions either to visit or to settle other worlds. 

The landing on the Moon by the United States, foilowed by the collapse of the Apollo 
Program and the subsequent confinement of American manned space activity to low Earth 
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orbit, has already been widely compared to the abrupt degeneration of the great Ming Navy 
into a coastal patrol force, soon after it peaked in boldness and accomplishment by sending 
a fleet to explore the coast of East Africa down to the Cape of Good Hope. If history is to 
regard the last dozen years of the American manned space program as an isolated set-back 
rather than a long-term harbinger, the initiative must be regained on a scale and in a period 
exemplified by commencing an American lunar settlement on the Columbus quincentennial, 
as was eloquently argued at last year's Symposium of the Foundation. 

If executed as a great national undertaking such as the Apollo Project, the creation of 
such a lunar settlement would even now require a decade's preparation and the expenditure 
of several tens of billions of dollars. Though American culture is rapidly regaining the vitality 
and optimism which characterized the period of Project Apollo, neither the available resources 
nor the political will appear sufficient to execute an Apollo-type program to create the first 
lunar settlement in 1992 from the present situation. 

When a great democracy publicly commences an enterprise as an act of state, it must 
succeed, as a matter of political survival for its advocates. Moreover, it must triumph without 
major deviations, mistakes or falterings, if the confidence of the electorate—and thus the 
political will of the leadership—are to be sustained. We saw both sides of this in the ultimate 
triumph of the Apollo Project in the 1960s—and in its near-collapse in the aftermath of the 
January 1967 fire on the launching pad. 

Consequently, plans must be laid at the outset of any such state project which contain 
the absolute minimum of hazards, duplicative efforts must be scheduled where hazards are 
believed to exist, and personnel and material resources must be amassed and scheduled to 
sustain a campaign which will subdue all obstacles—both foreseen and unexpected—in a 
steady, essentially surprise-free fashion, until the goal is attained. Such grand state enterprises 
are, of their very nature, costly and time-consuming, since guaranteed, smoothly attained 
victories in significant undertakings are never cheaply or quickly WOD. These grand enterprises 
understandably attract to their banners those individuals and organizations who savor sure 
success, however long and dear it may be ia coming. 

However, if an American lunar settlement is to be created by October 1992, it will be 
necessary to appeal to quite different aspects of the American genius than have been mar
shalled by the Apollo Project and other great state enterprises. Among these qualities are the 
willingness to set upon a road whose route is uncertain, the capacity to effectively improvise 
when unexpected problems are encountered, the taste for facing high risks in the hope of re
alizing large gains, the inclination to strive at great—and even fatal—personal cost that one's 
comrades might thereby win through to great victory, and that grace to commit significant 
fractions of one'., life to the attainment of goals of so great a scale that individual contributions 
are likely to be dwarfed and quickly forgotten. 

If an American-led settlement of the Moon is to start seven years from now, all of the 
better angels of the American nature must be invoked for its creation. The essence of what 
has made us great, not merely the material consequences of our greatness, will be required of 
us in such an endeavor. 

In the remainder of this paper, we will present an overview of the basic aspects of one 
particular plan for achieving this goal; we'll review its technical aspects, scope it along mass 
budget and expenditure lines and sketch its time, effort and resource schedules. This particular 
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plan is surely just one of many possible routes to the same fundamental milestone; we have 
developed it in a little detail to argue for the basic feasibility of a Columbus quincentennial 
settlement, not because we believe that it represents the best possible way to create it, for it 
surely can be improved. Because of the occasion which has served to call it into existence, 
as well as its basic similarities in high-risk, unconventional implementation means, we have 
called it the Columbus Project, and will refer to it this way subsequently. 

Basic Aspec ts Of The Columbus Project 

Is even the best that America can muster by way of individual and group effort sufficient 
to carry out the Columbus Project? What is the basis for belief that it is even remotely 
possible to return Americans to the Moon by October 1992, moreover with the capability to 
endure and thrive as lunar settlers? 

The wherewithal for the Columbus Project comes in several categories: intellectual, ma
terial, economic and cultural. 

A'though the Apollo Project was certainly planned to be followed by lunar colonization 
before the national will-to-persist faltered in the early '70s, the crucial enabling hardware 
(e.g., large launchers) were either not completed or were diverted to near-Earth missions (e.g., 
Skylab and Apollo-Soyez) whta the national will-to-persist in the lunar program faltered in the 
'70s. However, an enormous amount of Government-supported and volunteer (e.g., academic) 
effort in the 1963-75 period laid the intellectual foundations and erected exemplary conceptual 
structures on them with respect to human survival, habitation and exploration of the Moon. 
Most of the fruits of these studies—some of them remarkably detailed—remain valid and of 
interest today. They constitute an entirely sufficient set of intellectual building block3 for the 
detailed design of a lunar settlement for the early '90s. 

Both the Apollo Project and the post-Apollo American space program generated an enor
mous wealth of material potentially useful in creation of a lunar settlement. Exemplars of this 
legacy are the Space Shuttle, which is already a performance-proven means of putting nearly 
Apollo-class payloads into low Earth orbit, and the ultra-reliable hydrogen-oxygen (Centaur-
type) high-energy rocket engine technology, which can soft-land half-dozen ton packages of 
Shuttle-orbited payloads onto the lunar surface. Not as spectacular but comparably important 
hardware legacies are well-characterized life-support technologies and systems (e.g., space suits 
and their back-packs), energy supply modules (e.g., fuel cells), and communications packages. 
The broadening and deepening of the American technology base in the decade-and-a-half since 
Apollo have greatly enriched the option set for designing and implementing a lunar settlement 
in 1992; the advent of effectively miraculous digital electronics capabilities is merely the most 
striking example. Again, these are demonstrably sufficient to meet the hardware needs of a 
near-term lunar settlement—and they exist today in adequate quantities! 

The economic cost of designing, integrating, testing, launching and landing the hardware 
components of a viable, extensible lunar settlement (including emergency shutdown capability) 
is clearly stiffly dependent on the choices made in specifying what must be done, how soon 
it must be accomplished, how intensively it can or must use existing technologies, and how 
innovative and risk-taking it is permitted to be. If a lunar settlement capable of supporting an 
initial complement of a half-dozen settlers for a period of two years (without re-supply) were 
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to be constituted entirely of existing technology (permitting only high-level re-integration of 
sub-systems to conserve time and effort), if redundant developmental paths were to be largely 
excluded for resource conservation and if substantial programmatic and personnel risk were to 
be accepted, the total outlay for parts and material would be at most a quarter-billion dollars, 
as we'll detail subsequently. 

To this cost of the hardware base must be added that of the human endeavor to carry 
out the Project. One peculiarly American way for the necessary effort to be provided would 
be on a completely volunteer basis from all walks of American life, particularly the technical 
professional ones. The self-selected portion of what we confidently believe is a huge talent 
pool committed to an American manned presence in space could clearly carry out the Project 
on the required time scales, and with magnitudes of average personal contribution consonant 
with volunteer effort by professionals holding more-or-less unrelated full-time jobs. 

It is contemplated that the Federal Government would either donate the necessary quarter-
billion dollars of material and equipment from NASA stocks or provide the funds to permit 
their purchase, primarily from the aerospace industry. One particular way of providing the 
necessary resource base also illustrates the relative scale of expenditure: a 0.2% tax for the 
Columbus Project's duration on R&D expenditures of Federal laboratories (much smaller 
than the 0.5% tax imposed in support of technology transfer from Federal research centers to 
industry by the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980) would raise more than 
$35 million annually. Such a tax would position resources where they could be utilized and 
leveraged very effectively: at the nation-wide network of Federal laboratories and research 
centers, especially those of NASA (on which the tax might aptly be somewhat closer to the 
present Stevenson-Wydler level, due to the greater concentration of relevant hardware). 

This Government provision of materials and sub-systems (or their dollar-equivalent) would 
thus have the character of a challenge grant, made on a year-by-year basis, to the portion of the 
American citizenry sufficiently interested in the American presence in space that it's willing to 
put in significant personal effort to setting a historic milestone in place: the lunar settlement 
start-up in October 1902. In a similar spirit, the Columbus Project contemplates a second 
challenge grant from the Federal Government: the promise at its commencement of the low 
Earth orbit launch services for the lunar settlement landing systems, once they have been 
created and tested. Six Shuttle launches (having a current NASA-assigned value of about 
$240 million) would be needed. In assurance of the superb quality of workmanship—-the best 
of which highly trained and motivated Americans are capable—to be put into these lunar 
landing systems in order to qualify them for at least a quarter-billion dollars of Shuttle launch 
services, the Columbus Project would pledge the lives of six of its best: the initial cadre of 
lunar settlers to be landed on these systems. 

What would America gain from this half-billion dollar expenditure of public funds? The 
cultural cost of carrying out the Columbus Project is likely to be large—and negative. Nothing 
unites, invigorates and strengthens a people as much as a difficult enterprise successfully 
carried out in common. The American people were united by the effort and the success 
of the Apollo Project as they had been by nothing since the Second World War. In one 
recent opinion poll after another, they give voice to the very widely held belief that important 
portions of the future of the Nation will derive from space activities. Citizen organizations 
supporting and advocating stepped-up American efforts in space—far more numerous than 
in the heyday of the Apollo Project—testify eloquently to the depth and breadth of this 
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grass-roots conviction. The volunteer nature of the ?ffi-.rt contemplated by the Columbus 
Project, its populist character and its broad-based leadership seems likely to elicit and sustain 
participation by the most motivated sectors of the American body politic. The Project's 
freedom from official ties also seems likely to provide essential de-coupling of its effort from 
that of the Government's differently oriented space program, so that necessary risks can be 
taken and inevitable failures can be tolerated in carrying it out. 

We now review some of the fundamental technical aspects of the Columbus Project. 

Technical Overview Of The Lunar Settlement Plan 

The essential features of any human settlement or habitation are shelter from the elements, 
food supply and waste disposal, connectivity to other humans, and the physical basis of a 
purposeful existence. In the following, the essential features of a lunar settlement to be 
commenced in 1992 are outlined, along with a plan for attaining them from the present time-
ana-situation. 

Shelter. The lunar settlement initially will be comprised of seven inflatable cylindrical mod
ules, coupled together, covered with lunar soil (as shielding against cosmic radiation and 
micrometeorites) and filled with about 6 psi of 50:50 nitrogen:oxygen, conditioned to consti
tute a life-supporting atmosphere. This assembly of modules, integrated immediately after 
landing of the settlers, will provide reasonably capacious personal and communal living space 
and working and storage volumes, interfaced to the lunar "outdoors" with multiple airlocks. 
Energy for housekeeping and work purposes will be provided by power conditioners and hydro
gen/oxygen fuel cells of the Shuttle variety. Hydrogen and oxygen will be stored both in the 
settlement and in the fuel tanks of the nearby landers, and water will be stored in redundant 
tankage in the life support system of the settlement. Housekeeping power will be generated 
by solar cell arrays, interfaced to both water electrolytic cells and power conditioning units. 

Food Supply and Waste Disposal. Nutrition during the initial two-year phase of the 
lunar settlement will be derived entirely from primary foodstocks brought from Earth, with 
no recycling of carbon or nitrogen. (However, carbon- and nitrogen-bearing compounds, with 
nitrogen lost from the sattlement's Ltmosphere being replaced as necessary from initially 
landed ammonia.) Water will be recycled, with coupling of water streams in the life support, 
the fuel/electrolytic cell energy supply and the rocket fuel systems. Life support hardware 
developed for Shuttle and Space Station missions will suffice for many of these requirements. 
All critical life support sub-systems will be at least triplicated. Food and water adequate 
for two years of full settlement operation will be included in the initial landing inventory, 
which will also include equipment to permit settler exploration of various means for attaining 
closure of and self-sufficiency in the carbon and nitrogen cycles (e.g., lunar soil processing and 
solar/biological material recycling). 

Travel and Communication. In the context of a contemporary lunar settlement, con
nectivity to other humans involves not only the means of getting there from the Earth, but 
also possible means of returning from there and of communicating with the rest of mankind 
while there. Arranging for bidirectional travel of both people and the physical components of 
habitation is the primary technical challenge posed to the Columbus Project. 
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The Project proposes to send both people and material to soft-landings on the lunar 
surface by the same two-stage approach: lunar landing systems each of 30 tons total mass, 
configured t<> fit into the Shuttle's cargo bay, will be carried into low Earth orbit by the Space 
Shuttle. Once ejected clear of the Shuttle bay, each of these lunar landing systems will fire 
its rocket engine (the preferred RL-10 derivative, a throttlable, restartable hydrogen/oxygen-
burning engine with a specific impulse of 444 seconds and an unmatched reliability record of 
a quarter-century duration) to insert it into a suitable lunar impact trajectory. Upon nearing 
the Moon a few days later, the landing system will fire its rocket engine on one or more 
occasions to effect a soft-landing at a pre-designated location, setting down about six tons of 
payload (in addition to that of the rocket engine, tankage and structure). 

The Project contemplates three unmanned landings during the mid-'91 to mid-'92 period, 
to guarantee the timely presence of essential supplies and materials; the failure of any one 
of these will not preclude timely commencement of a human settlement. These landers will 
carry redundant sets of the minimum materials, consumables and tools required for successful 
erection and habitation of settlement structures, in addition to different specialty items in each 
lander's package (depending on the success of previous landing attempts). These unmanned 
landings will be followed by three manned landing attempts in the latter half of '92, the 
failure of any one of which will not preclude timely commencement of human habitation and 
settlement of the Moon.- The population and cargo loadings of each of the manned landers 
will of course depend to some extent on the success of the previous unmanned and manned 
landing attempts. 

Each of the six landers, commencing with the first, will carry an Apollo Command Module 
(or equivalent), until a Module is successfully landed or emplaced in low lunar orbit. This 
Moduli: will serve as the vehicle for both normal and emergency personnel return to the 
Earth. (The other landers will touch down with sufficient fuel remaining—in the aggregate— 
to adequately fuel a single lander lunar lift-off, either carrying the Module or rendezvousing 
with it in low lunar orbit. After inserting the Module into an Earth-return trajectory, the 
lander rocket will be detached from the Module, which will head Earthward for the standard 
atmospheric braking and parachute-mediated touchdown.) 

Communication between the lunar settlement and Earth will be via the radio and (color) 
video links employed on the Apollo expeditions, with adequate spares. 

Purposeful Exis tence . The essence of a human settlement is not just to permit people to 
survive, but to thrive. The lunar settlement must therefore provide for purposeful activity, 
not just huddling in a shelter waiting for life support to fail or for the time to return to Earth 
to finally arrive. Exploration and exploitation of the nearby lunar environment, primarily to 
extend and enrich the settlement, is thus provided for, by both tele- and directly-operated 
Lunar Rover-type vehicles (perhaps of Apollo vintage) and by lunar soil processing modules. 
Exercise of such equipments will, for instance, permit the settlers to ever more fully charac
terize their environment, retrieve landed modules from Earth and extract materials from their 
environment. They will thereby gain increasing independence from the umbilical to Earth, as 
lunar-derived materials stocks grow, and will also be able to re-fuel their landers for possible 
return trips to low Earth orbit, to other locations on the Moon, etc. 

The basic physical fact that all points in the Earth-Moon region may be accessed much 
more cheaply (in an energetic sense) from the Moon's surface than from the Earth's may 
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provide an early opportunity for economic activity by the lunar settlement, e.g., delivering 
rocket fuel and other materials derived from the lunar surface into various Earth orbits, 
including very low altitude ones, or to interplanetary mission staging points. 

We now attempt to provide some technical scoping of the lunar settlement contemplated 
by the Columbus Project. 

Technical Scoping Of The Lunar Settlement 

In the present stage of space exploration, transportation of mass—weight on Earth— 
dominates considerations of cost and difficulty. We therefore sketch the technical aspects of 
the Columbus Project in terms of its overall mass budget: how much of what material or 
components must be launched from Earth, how much of it ends up on the Moon, and how this 
latter fraction is used to create and operate the lunar settlement during its initial two-year 
phase. 

The initial lunar settlement will travel to the Moon in several (nominally six) independent 
Shuttle-launched lunar landing system vehicles. Each one will deliver 6 metric tons (ton = 1000 
kg) of net payload to the lunar surface. This represents roughly 20% of the mass placed by 
the Shuttle into low Earth orbit, a significant improvement over Apollo systems performance 
which is made possible by two considerations: (1) all major maneuvers are carried out with 
use of high performance H 2 / 0 2 propellants (only the initial Apollo lunar injection burn did 
this); (2) almost all of the payload is deposited on the lunar surface—it isn't necessary to also 
carry propellant to return it from the Moon, as had to be done by Apollo. 

Each of the six lunar landing systems is carried into low Earth orbit by the Shuttle, one 
system per Shuttle launch. They do not have to perform the high thrust, high AK ascent to 
low Earth orbit. The landing vehicle's rocket is called upon to make two basic burns: the first 
takes it but of low Earth orbit and sends it to the Moon, while the second one rendezvouses 
with and then lands on the Moon. These maneuvers are carried out by an RL-10 H 2 / 0 2 

rocket. This engine is throttleable, commercially available and reliable. (The basic RL-10 
provides relatively modest performance, considering its H 2 / 0 2 usage, attaining an I , p of 444 
sec at a mix ratio of 5. Improved versions have been proposed which increase this to over 
480 sec, but the Project's design assumes only the performance level of the basic, extensively 
tested engine design.) 

The lunar landing vehicles start from standard inclination, low (150 nm altitude) Earth 
orbits, where they are Shuttle-placed. They begin their missions with a mass of 29.2 tons, of 
which 22.0 is H 2 / 0 2 propellant. The initial lunar injection burn requires 3.1 km/sec. When 
allowance is made for residuals, making this change expends 15.1 tons of propellant, leaving 
a 14.1 ton (total mass) vehicle heading for the Moon. The transit takes 5 days, during which 
time more mass will be expended by propellant boil-off and in midcourse maneuvers. The 
latter will be performed with reaction control Bystem (RCS) rockets using storable propellants; 
150 kg of total RCS mass will afford a quite adequate 100 ft/sec speed change capability. A 
13.8 ton vehicle thus arrives at the lunar orbit, encountering it with a hyperbolic velocity of 
0.9 km/sec. 

In principle (and probably in practice), the required lunar landing maneuver can be car-
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ried out in one burn. Apollo missions split this into two parts, first entering a lunar orbit 
and then descending to the surface, for a number of reasons. Low lunar orbit provided a 
staging opportunity, permitting the parking of the Command and Service Modules, with only 
a separate lander descending to the lunar surface. In contrast, almost all of the settlement's' 
payloads are destined for the surface; return to Earth is relatively low in priority and in mass 
budget. Only one of the six landing systems carries a Return Module, which will probably 
be left in low lunar orbit. Even so, much of this particular landing system's payload is taken 
all the way to the lunar surface. Orbital insertion by each lander does improve mission flexi
bility somewhat (e.g., allows final inspection of the landing site), and hence will probably be 
adopted. 

However, splitting the near-lunar rocket burn into two segments makes no difference in 
the mass balance; the same total AV of 2.5 km/sec is required. When the effect of residuals 
and finite thrust are included, 6.5 tons of propellant will be required for this total maneuver. 
Another 160 kg is budgeted to allow 60 sec of lander system hovering time immediately above 
the lunar surface, to permit reasonably precise positioning of all landers relative to each other. 
Each landing system (except the Return Module-carrying one) thus sets down on the lunar 
surface with ->. total mass of 7.1 tons. 

The evolution of lunar landing system's mass budget during the mission is depicted in 
Figure 1. 

Obviously, not all of this final soft-landed mass can be considered cargo, as some is devoted 
to tho landing system's propellant tanks, rocket engine and structure. The liquid hydrogen 
tank is large, as it has to carry 52 cubic meters (m s ) of fuel when it leaves the Shuttle bay. it 
consists of a 14 foot diameter cylinder with hemispherical endcaps, having an overall length 
of 5.4 meters; this tank and its insulation mass 320 kg. The oxygen tank carries more mass 
but less volume: 16 m 3 . It is a 3.2 meter diameter sphere, which with insulation masses 230 
kg. The basic RL-10 rocket engine has a mass of only 150 kg; inclusion of the H 2 /O j feedlines 
raises this to 200 kg. The reaction control system uses 12 small R4-1E th i r .WE aad requires 
120 kg of mass. The vehicle is tied together by a truss system into stack which from stern 
to bow consists of the RL-10 engine, the cargo stowage space, the crew compartment, the 0 2 

tank, and finally the IJj tank (being so arranged to minimize the tipping-over tendency upon 
landing). This truss must endure the high-g stresses on the lander during Shuttle launch and 
thereafter distribute the concentrated loads from the rocket burns, as well is those from the 
lunar landing; it is designed to use aluminum and masses 170 kg. The vehicle has 4 landing 
legs with shock absorbers, which are folded for storage in the Shuttle bay and deployed during 
the transit to the Moon. They are designed to serve adequately in a 15 ft/sec touchdown in 
uneven terrain, and have a mass of 170 kg. Adding up the masses of these several components 
produces a total landing system deadweight of 1.2 tons. The cargo payload delivered to the 
lunar surface by each lander system is thus 5.9 (metric) tons. 

An artist's conception of the lunar landing system is shown in Figure 2 in landing config
uration. When stowed in the Shuttle bay, it essentially fills it, being 14 feet in diameter and 
58 feet in length. 

The initial-phase lunar settlement will have a limited personnel return capability. This 
can be used for personnel rotation of half the settlement's initial population (3 people) after 
the first year, or can be viev/ed as an emergency escape capability for all 6 settlers. The return 
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vehicle will be considered as a lifeboat; its accommodations wi'.! not be luxurious. Basically, 
it will consist of the functional equivalent of a stripped-down Apollo Command Module, with 
densely-packed couches for 6 people and an open-loop life support system. This craft and 
cargo will mass 2.7 tons; enough propellant must be provided to return it from the Moon. 
The amount needed depends on whether the Module is parked in lunar orbit or on the lunar 
surface. Surface storage requires more mass, propellant being needed both to land the capsule 
and to launch it again. However, emergency escape is simpler and quicker than for orbital 
parking. This must be weighed against the odds of needing immediate rescue and the risks of 
landing the Module. At present, it is assumed that the Module is left in low lunar orbit by 
one of the lunar landing systems. 

A return mission starts with the settlers using a 380 kg ascent tug, powered by an RL-10, 
and carrying 1.6 tons of propellant. This launches from the surface, dsing 0.9 tons of the 
reaction mass, and docks with the Module. The tug engine and remaining fuel are then used 
to inject the crew and Module back towards the Earth. Just before arrival, the tug separates 
and the Module reenters the atmosphere for braking and landing. 

The lunar settlement is initially established by six rocket landings, 3 manned and 3 un
manned ones. • Remembering the capsule left in lunar orbit, 41.5 tons are delivered to the 
surface. The vehicles each have 1.2 tons of structure, and the three manned ones each devote 
an additional 0.5 tons to crew compartment. So the base has available 32.3 tons of payload. 
The resulting settlement contains six people and is intended to demonstrate that humans can 
live and work productively on the Moon throughout this period. The eettiers will be able to 
explore and to work outside the settlement by using 3 lunar tractors—identical to or descended 
from Apollo Lunar Rover—which can be operated either directly or by remote control. 

The primary task which the Columbus Project poses to the settler-, is to find ways to use 
the available lunar resources, both for the benefit of the settlement itself and for future use in 
cislunar space. A number of lunar soil processing plants have been designed over the years. 
They mine tho lunar soil,' producing such materials as oxygen, glass, aluminum, and silicon 
solar cells. The Project's lunar settlement will picneer the use of such processes with pilot 
plants, which are designed for annual production levels of several times their own mass. The 
settlement will be initially endowed with operating supplies fci these systems for two years. 

Tj'ie basic thesis of the Columbus Project is that this two-year period will suffice to prove 
the success-in-principle of a lunar settlement, and that the settlement therefore will be re-
supplied and expanded via subsequent landing systems from Earth (instead of evacuated). 

The initial lunar settlement will consist of 8 modules. Seven of these are pressurized for 
permanent occupancy, while the eighth consists of a shielded but anpressurized vehicle and 
storage shed. Since the MOOD has no atmosphere, long-term human survival there requires 
shielding from solar and cosmi: radiation. This is provided by burying the inhabited modules 
under 2 meters of lunar soil. The modules themselves are cylindrical structures with hemi
spherical endcaps: 16 feet in diameter and 46 feet long. While they can be made from very 
little mass, they are not easily fitted into the Shuttle bay. Even if their diameter was reduced 
to a compatible value of !4-15 fe?t, the needed length is not available, having been sacrificed 
to gain the use of the high-performancebut-low-density K 2 rocket fuel. 

Thus, in order to use rigid modules for the settlement's basic structure, one would have 
to resort to various degrees of lunar assemb> of landed pieces: rigid half cylinders could be 
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nested somewhere in the landing systems, full ones could be telescoped within each other and 
perhaps can enclose the H 2 tank, etc. These options all would involve lunar fabrication of the 
modules' primary pressure shells, and thus would entail significant risk. We have opted for an 
alternate solution: the modules are flexible airtight bags. These can be stowed compactly for 
transit, and then inflated in place on the lunar surface, after interconnection with each other. 
Their integrity can be readily tested on the Earth prior to launch, obviating the requirement 
for airtight assembly of rigid shell structures on the Moon in dusty and inhospitable conditions. 
These infb.tible sausage-like modules are also easier to emplace on the Moon. They may be 
first laid fiat on the surface, and then covered to an appropriate depth with lunar soil (e.g., 
emplaced by the tractors). Th;y erect themselves when filled with air, since their internal 
pressure 13 several times greater than the loading of the overlying shield of lunar soil. 

Once inflated, a module is a long sausage-shaped empty bag. It has a pressure door 
on each end, and is filled to 6 psi with a 50:50 mix of nitrogen and oxygen. The walls of 
the bag are made of a strong, metal foil-coated, Kevlar-based material. Two complete aad 
independent wslls are provided, one within the other; either is sufficient to contain the enclosed 
atmosphere. The double walls of each module have a total mass of 250 kg, and the two metal 
pressure door-mounting structures on each end add 200 kg more. 

The settlers initially enter each of these bare inflated volumes and erect modular flooring, 
ceiling, and wall paneb and supports emplaced within them prior to inflation. Floor and 
ceiling components together mass 250 t g per module, and provide 8 feet of headroom w\t>> 
4 foot high duct space above and below the occupied volume. Within the central 30 foot 
clear length, a 14 foot wide space is available; triangular-shaped floor space is available within 
the endcaps, so that a total of about 630 square feet exists per module. A typical module 
will segment this floor area with 100 kg mass of walls. An additional 200 kg per module is 
allocated to (collapsible) furnishings and other basic equipment. The pressurized modules are 
hence allocated 1.0 metric tons nf mass each, while the unpressurized one uses less (0.5 tons). 
The modules are interconnected with 2 four-way joints and interface to the lunar environment 
through 3 airlocks; these use a total mass of 1.3 tons. The living and working space of the 
settlement thus requires a 8.8 ton mass budget. 

An artist's conception of the layout of the initial phase of the lunar settlement, covered 
with shielding lunar soil and linked to the six landers which brought its components and 
settlers to the Moon, is shown in Figure 3. 

In order to live on the Moon, the settlers need more than just shelter. An adult requires 
between 4-5 kg day'1 of air, water, and food. If the associated mass is not in some sense reuse-
able, 20 tons of food/air/water mass would be required to maintain a six-person settlement 
for two years. Fortunately, a great deal of technology development over the past two decades 
permits realistic planning for ra-use of two of these resources: air and water. K the food loop 
(e.g., the carbon and nitrogen cycles) has not been closed in performance-proven studies by 
1992, it will have to be initially open. Because of this, closure of the food loops is not be 
relied upon to any extent during the initial two-year phase of the Columbus Project's lunar 
settlement. 

Food, however, is the least expensive to supply of the three life-sustaining staples; 0.8 
kg/person - day of dry food will be initially landed, involving a total of 3.5 tons of food 
mass for a 6 person, 2 year settlement. Water will be recycled with a dual system, in which 
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potable water is treated differently than wash water. The latter will be recovered by a reverse 
osmosis cycle. The former must meet more stringent standards and must also recycle urine 
and combustion water, and so will use vapor compression distillation and UV sterilization. 
The complete water recycling system (redundantly implemented, with a four-fold margin on 
potable water production) will use 500 kg of mass, exclusive of stored water. 

People inhale oxygen and exhale carbon dioxide; the settlement's atmosphere conditioning 
system must strip the C 0 2 (and trace gases) from its breathing .ir. It is then prudent to plan 
on recovering the oxygen from the C 0 2 ; the lunar soil processing plant should be able to 
produce the required 2 tons per year of breathing oxygen, but shouldn't be initially relied 
upon to do so. The C 0 2 will be removed from the air with electrochemical depolarized cells. 
Four hundred kg of these (a four-fold capacity margin) will be included in the initial landing 
package. Sabatier reactors will be used to recover oxygen from the concentrated C 0 2 . This 
involves two steps: first the C 0 2 is burned with hydrogen to produce water and methane; then 
the water is electrolyzed to recover the oxygen and half of the hydrogen. The reactors for the 
first step require 300 kg of mass (with the four-fold margin). The hydrogen consumption in 
methane production amounts to 400 kg over the 2 year mission. Substantially more than this 
much hydrogen is initially landed (as is discussed below) for use in the settlement's electric 
power plant. If oxygen extraction from the lunar soil is successful during the settlement's 
initial phase, then the settlement's power plant will use all the initially landed hydrogen and 
the life support system will use none (since in this case, the C 0 2 will merely be isolated 
and not cracked). If oxygen extraction from the lunar soil is initially unsuccessful, then the 
settlement's power system will operate at less than full capacity, and the hydrogen thus made 
available will be used as required by the settlement's life support system to recover oxygen 
from the C 0 2 for re-use. 

A small electrolysis cell is needed to recover H 2 and 0 2 from water produced both by 
the settlers' bodies, and by the carbon-to-methane conversion unit (if it is used). A larger 
cell assembly is employed in the settlement's main power plant, and could be employed for 
this purpose. But in order to keep the life support system isolated for enhanced reliability, 
a dedicated electrolytic facility (and back-ups for it) are provided, involving another 200 kg 
of mass budget. Finally, the atmospheric system must control humidity and temperature. 
The latter task simplified by the thermal insulation provided by the lunar soil shielding the 
structure on all sides. This aspect of environment control requires 700 kg of equipment, 
including reserve capacity adequate to continuously handle full power plant output dissipation 
levels within the life support envelope. The life support system thus requires a total of 2.1 
tons of mass, in addition to the 3.5 tons of food. 

In addition to maintaining the purity of the air, the life support system must also provide 
it. In order to initially fill the inhabited modules, one ton of air is required. More air than 
this will eventually be needed, due to small leaks in the settlement's modules and incomplete 
recovery in airlock operation. Make-up nitrogen will be initially landed as 1.5 tons of ammonia, 
while the required oxygen will come either from the settlement's power plant water reservoir 
(via electrolysis) or from a lunar soil processing unit. 

In order to operate the settlement and otie or more lunar soil processing plants, electric 
power will be required. It is planned to provide 30 kW of continuously available power, using a 
solar cell array as the prime energy source. Unfortunately, because the Moon rotates, sunlight 
is not constantly available. Accordingly, the solar photovoltaic system will be buffered with a 
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water-to-Hj/Oj cycle. Electric energy from the solar cells, available in excess during the lunar 
day, will be used to split water electrolytically into hydrogen and oxygen; these will be stored 
as gases and cryogenic liquids in both settlement-dedicated tanks and in the landers' fuel 
tanks. These two gases will then be recombined in fuel cells to generate steady power during 
the lunar twiligtit and night periods. Taking a net 56% water energy cycle efficiency, and 
accounting for the varying solar insolation, the solar cell assembly must provide a peak (lunar 
noon-time) power of 170 kW. Using 0.1 W gm~l cells, this photovoltaic assembly requires 1.7 
tons of mass. It simply lays on the lunar surface as a blanket, and thus needs no sophisticated 
structure. The alkaline hydrogen/oxygen fuel cells with accompanying electrolysis units have 
a total mass of 0.8 tons for the required capacity. 

However, the power plant mass is dominated by the amount of water (electrolysed into 
hydrogen and oxygen) required to store sufficient energy through the lunar night. A straight
forward, conservative design would devote 6.5 tons to this task, insuring that even at dawn 2 
tons of H2/O2 remains in the fuel tanks of one or more of the landers, more than enough to 
fuel the ascent tug in an emergency. However, this mass can be further economized without 
taking life-threatening risk by simply not landing all of the oxygen required to convert the full 
inventory of initially landed hydrogen to water. Specifically, if the landers initially bring down 
2.5 tons of water and an additional 0.5 tons of H 2 , this initial water supply will provide all the 
propellants needed for the ascent tug, and will support more than 10 kW of average power use 
throughout lunar twilight and night periods. The settlement can then bootstrap itself to full 
power capability by extracting 0 2 from the soil and combining it with the excess H 2 initially 
landed. The total power plant system mass which must be put down by the landers is thus 
5.5 tons. 

M a s s Bndget Summary. The settlement as just characterized has an initially landed mass 
of 22.4 tons: 11.3 tons for inhabited area (4.8 tons for primary structure, 4.0 tons for intern-' 
furnishings and equipment, and 2.5 tons for atmosphere); 5.6 tons for life support (3.5 tons 
for food supplies, 0.5 tons for water conditioning, 0.9 tons for air refurbishment, and 0.7 
tons for thermal management); 5.5 tons for power plant (1.7 tons for solar primary power 
supply, 0.8 tons for fuel cells and power conditioning, and 3.0 tons for hydrogen and oxygen 
in various forms). To this must be added the mass of the personnel and their gear (1.2 tons), 
the ascent stage (0.4 tons), and the lunar tractors (1.5 tons); doing so brings the total mass 
of the first-phase lunar settlement to 25.5 tons. 

We have available 32.8 tons from the six landing systems (after parking the Return Module 
in low lunar orbit), which affords over 7 tons of mass for other equipment and supplies which 
support the basic Project, e.g., lunar soil processing gear. This capacity may suffice for the 
settlement to generate much of the material needed for its subsequent growth. For instance, 
future habitation modules may be made from lunar fiberglass coated with lunar aluminum, 
and structural aluminum-supported, glass-panelled modules may commence service as green
houses. Photovoltaic arrays (probably of relatively low areal efficiency) created from lunar 
materials may be used to expand primary power production, while lunar-derived oxygen and 
hydrogen can provide the mass needed to buffer this power throughout the night. Re-supply 
of the settlement from Earth can thus be progressively restricted to people, rare foodstuffs 
(e.g., micronutrients), and harder-to-manufacture items (e.g., fuel cell electrode assemblies). 
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Columbus Project Schedule And Cost Estimates 

The Lunar Landing System. The basic schedule of the Columbus Project is a seven year 
one, extending from the present to October 1992. The first six years of effort will be devoted 
almost exclusively to the design, creation and testing of the lunar landing systems and their 
cargoes. The seventh year will be expended primarily in training of settlers in the assembly, 
use and maintenance of the landing system cargoes, and in the launching of the systems tc 
the Moon. 

As will become apparent subsequently, this schedule is not a tightly compressed one, the 
manpower requirements to execute it are not large, and the associated dollar costs are dwarfed 
by those of the existing space program. The three fundamental reasons for this are that skilled, 
highly motivated manpower is assumed to be available at no salary cost—through volunteer 
effort—when and as needed, that significant programmatic risks—as well as personal ones 
for the lunar settlers—are accepted, and that the American tech base presently offers far 
more than is needed to accomplish the basically quite straightforward, modest-scale technical 
undertaking of the Columbus Project, permitting procurement to be substituted for R&D. 

The lunar landing systems (together with the Space Shuttle capability which lofts them 
into low Earth orbit) are the principal enabling technology of the entire Project. However, since 
they operate only at low acceleration and in the vacuum of space, they can be as rudimentary 
in structure as, for instance, the Lunar Excursion Modules (LEMs) of the Apollo Project: 
two tanks for fuel, a small rocket engine, modest integrating structure and a control system. 
In the present case, the tanks need sustain only a few psi of internal pressure, but must be 
insulated, as they carry liquefied hydrogen and oxygen gases; their construction and check-out 
can be accomplished by purchase order to American companies whose principal business is 
such work. The RL-10 rocket engine !B effectively an off-the-shelf item, although available 
only from a single American supplier. The lander structure, massing about 750 pounds, can 
be implemented readily by any high-technology structural engineering firm, moreover at very 
modest cost; its sophistication is comparable to that of any of the recent Beries of man-powered 
aircraft. 

Design, integration and testing of a lander system is well within the capability of the 
engineering department at any major university or national laboratory. Total design time 
and effort for the propulsion sub-system of the lander is estimated to be 11 months and 45 
man-months, respectively; $4.5 M of component and contracted integration support cost and 
125 man-months of integration and testing effort are estimated to be incurred in follow-on 
prototyping work, over about a 15 month period. Post-prototyping per-unit component cost 
is estimated at $3.0 M, and per-unit integration and check-out effort is estimated to average 
150 man-months. 

The guidance and navigation system for the lander uses an inertial platform, star and 
horizon sextants, and a lunar radar altimeter. Its sub-systems (with adequate redundancy) are 
essentially commodity items available for purchase-from-stock from the American aerospace 
industry. Again, control sub-system integration and check-out is well within the capability of 
a majar university's engineering college or the engineering cadre of a large national laboratory. 
Prototype design, implementation and testing time a^d effort is estimated at 14 months and 
60 man-months, respectively; $1.5 M of component cost is estimated to be involved. Post-
prototype per-unit component cost is estimated at $0.6 M, and per-unit integration and check-
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out manpower is estimated at 20 man-months. 

The crew compartment on each lander will be a spartan shirt-sleeves one, affording the 
crew restricted freedom from a fully spacesuited posture only for food consumption and per
sonal hygiene activities during the five-day transit to the Moon and the three days post-landing 
period during settlement erection. As such, the compartment features an open-loop life sup
port system, bunk-type couches (since maximum acceleration endured will be less than 0.4 
gees), control system access, battery power supply and minimal communications capabili
ties; mass and volume minimization is its hallmark. It will be designed and implemented at 
one Project center, and extensively checked-out at another. Its design time and effort are 
estimated at 15 months and 130 man-months, respectively, with prototyping and checking 
requiring another 9 months, 200 man-months and $1.4 M in time, effort and cost, respec
tively. After a prototype is in hand, replication component cost is estimated at JO.8 M, and 
per-unit integration and check-out time and effort thereafter at 6 months and 90 man-months, 
respectively. 

Cargo selection and stowage will an ad hoc operation for each lander, in order to compen
sate for material possibly lost on previous landing attempts. Latching points will be provided 
at numerous locations distributed uniformly over the interior of the structural truss of the 
lander, between the crew compartment and the rocket engine. Settlement assemblies will 
be lashed into place with cables according to a knapsack-packing algorithm constrained by 
moment-of-inertia considerations, for each lander's cargo allocation. 

The cost and time schedule for the creation of the required nine lunar landing systems 
(six for primary mission use, and three for back-ups) are summarized in Figure 4. 

The Lunar Settlement: Basic Strnctiire. The fundamental structural feature of the 
lunar settlement is the set of interconnected modules which bouse the settlers and provide the 
physical environment for much of their work, and whose extension in area, volume and capa
bility is one of the principal tasks of the settlement. Each of the seven inhabitable cylindrical 
modules to be initially landed will be equipped with a pressure door-mounting machined in
terface at each of its two ends, merged into the metal-covered, elastomer-impregnated Kevlar 
cloth double-wall of its body. To the outside of the outer wall will be attached an analog of a 
dual tent flap running the length of the module on each side, for use in erecting the lunar soil 
shield for each module. It is intended to purchase these modular structures, delivered merged 
with the machined interfaces on each end (to be supplied by the Project to the manufacturer). 
The design time and effort for the modular structures (including the machined interfiles) is 
estimated to be 8 months and 70 man-months. It is estimated that the first modular structure 
will cost $0.6 M and require 10 months to deliver, and that the remaining ones will cost $0.4 M 
each and be delivered at the rate of 3/year ARO (estimated to occur 4 months after delivery 
of the prototype). Testing of the first module will require 30 man-months of effort over a 4 
month period, decreasing to 15 man-months each for the subsequent 10 (six for initial use, 
and four for spares). 

The fourteen machined interfaces for each end of the seven habitable modules, the two 
intersections between quads of module? r.nd the initial complement of three airlocks will require 
8 months and 60 man-months to design, and then 12 months and $5.4 M to procure from at 
least two of a very large set of qualified American vendors, when spares are provided for. 
The machined interfaces will be produced first, for inputting to the modules supplier(s), 
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followed by the other assemblies. Testing of the intersections and airlocks individually and 
after integration with modules, is estimated to take 12 months and 200 man-months of effort, 
along with $0.8 M of expense. 

Flooring and its supports, ceiling and its hangers and interior partitions for the habitable 
modules, along with a minimum essential set of furnishings, will be designed by Project staff 
to account for lower lunar gravitational loadings and cargo stowage limitations, and then 
procured from office furnishing manufacturers, as will other standard (collapsible) furnishings 
for the modules. Estimated time, effort and cost to complete are 9 months, 50 man-months, 
and $3.0 M from design commencement through completion of procurement. Testing and 
evaluation with the completed modules are estimated to require an additional 6 months, 100 
man-months, and $0.6 M of time, effort and expense, commencing immediately upon module 
availability. 

The cost and time schedules for the creation of twelve settlement modules (eight for 
primary settlement use, and four for back-ups), their interconnecting structures and their 
iucernal partitionings and furnishings are summarized in Figure 5. 

The L u n a r Se t t l ement : Life Support. Life support sub-systems for the Lunar Settlement 
have two underlying motifs: redundancy, and derivation from existing systems and designs to 
the maximum extent feasible. Lower-level design and implementation effort will therefore be 
minimized, and available time and effort focused on high-level design and integration, using 
whatever hardware and detailed designs are presently available as building blocks. 

The major sub-systems of the settlement's initial-phase life support system are those re
sponsible for water recycling, carbon dioxide removal, air heating/cooling/(de)humidification, 
atmospheric bulk composition/pressure control, and trace gas removal. At least two sub
systems for each of these functions are to be operating at all times, with at least one additional 
one in such standby status that it can become fully available on requisite time scales. Each of 
the two operating 3ub-systems of each functional type will be sized, connected and operated so 
as to be capable of maintaining all settlers (perhaps at reduced work levels) indefinitely. The 
circulating fluids involved in these functions will be fail-safe valved is they enter and leave 
each cylindrical module, and their flows monitored redundantly and reported to independent 
assessment and control points. 

Each of these sub-systems will be designed centers of national expertise in these areas (e.g, 
the NASA centers and associated aerospace contractor shops) and then implemented along 
least-cost-and-time lines. For this reason, design costs and time scales are relatively large, 
compared to other Plan components, and as assessed against implementation and check-out 
time and cost schedules. These are all summarized in Figure 6, 

The Lunar Settlement: Purposeful Activities. Expansion and extension of the set- •_ 
tlement and a drive toward self-sufficiency are the primary goals of the settlement'!! initial 
phase. Purposeful activities of the settlers are thus to be oriented along these lines, and 
means provided to support such activities in the initial landings. 

Means of gaining exploitation-directed knowledge of the immediate physical environment 
of the settlement clearly rank high in the priority list in this area. The three Lunar Rover-
derived tractors provided are intended to serve as cargo-haulers in unloading the landers upon 
arrival (permitting the u iloaded landers to then be moved by settler teams), to perform the 
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physical work involved in moving the hundreds of tons of lunar soil necessary to bury the 
settlement's modules soon after arrival, and to provide personnel and material transportation 
thereafter. Their design and implementation are ideally matched to the engineering colleges of 
academic institutions (specifically including their teleoperator features), and one such vehicle 
may therefore be competitively procured from each of the three most capable of a set of the 
best engineering universities, on a capped-cost-reimbursement, horserace-type basis, followed 
by replication of the vehicle which wins a performance derby. 

Gaining some control of mass flows around the lunar settlement, and specifically gaining 
the ability to acquire and purify chemicals and then to Bhape objects composed of them, is 
essential to initial settlement expansion and eventual material self-sufficiency. Many study 
efforts over the past two decades have asserted the feasibility of lunar resource extraction, in-
space manufacturing and related activities. The Lunar Settlement Plan aims to afford these 
researchers an undeniable opportunity to realize their ideas and demonstrate the feasibility 
of their designs, by offering capped-cost-reimbursement/horserace-type support to them to 
create and performance-prove small (at most one ton mass) units for lunar resource recovery 
and processing, e.g., lunar surface-specialized, mass-, energy- and volume-economized machine 
shops, extrusion and sheet mills, and aluminum and glass sheet and fiber production plants. 
As many of these as can be performance-proven by mid-1992 will included in the 7 tons of 
equipment allocation in the initial landing mas3 budget. 

Complete closing of the .arbon and nitrogen cycles of the-Lunar Settlement is clearly 
vital to its long-term durability', and merely extracting sufficient material from the lunar soil 
to build up reserves of these two elements is a. necessary but not sufficient accomplishment 
toward this great goal. It is just sufficient to create a spectrum of foodstuffs sufficient to 
sustain human life in all its phases. Green plants are the only reasonably mass-, volume-
arid energy-efficient means of accomplishing this at the present time, and the creation of 
a lunar greenhouse sheltering 10 time-averaged kilowatts of carbon- and nitrogen-recycling 
photosynthetic activity—roughly enough to sustain ten working adults—would clearly be an 
epochal milestone in human history. Such a system, requiring 100-400 meters 2 of equivalent 
(e.g., illumination concentration-weighted) solar-illuminated area (i.e., 0.5-2 modules' floor 
area), would thus be of extreme interest, if its mass requirements were not excessive. Intensive 
exploration of this issue is clearly indicated in the 1985-90 period, with an early '91 decision 
on whether to proceed with such an option for the initial phase of the settlement. The success 
of this option is nowhere assumed, however. 

The Project schedule for support of purposeful activities by the settlers in the initial phase 
of the settlement is summarized in Figure 7, along with associated costs. 

The Luna r Se t t l ement : Shipment And Crea t ion . The foregoing has focused on creating 
and testing the sub-systems and components required to constitute the Lunar Settlement, 
during the period from the present through late 1992. It is also of interest to consider the 
period in 1992 in which the packaged settlement items will be launched, flown to the Moon, 
landed, integrated and tested, and the settlement thereupon commenced, with particular 
emphasis on the month period in early Fall in which the settlers will travel from the Earth to 
the Moc-.: and set up housekeeping thsre. 

The first three of the six landings will be attempted early in 1992 (and perhaps in late 
1991, if the first lander and its payload are available at early-schedule time). The bulk of 
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its cargo will be relatively low value, bulk supplies (e.g., consumables), due to its system-
qualifying, higher risk nature. If successfully landed, it will also serve as the homing point for 
all subsequent landers. The second and third unmanned landers will transport increasingly 
higher value cargoes in early-mid-1992, including sufficient lila support and habitation items 
to insure that the settlers delivered by any single manned lander thereafter will be able to 
endure for at least the initial two year period of the settlement. 

After the successful unmanned landings have qualified the Earth-Moon transportation 
system, the three manned landers will be launched in as close succession as feasible from 
a Space Shuttle standpoint, in order that the settlers can work together as a team in the 
erection of the settlement, with all requirement components and sub-systems available. It is 
assumed that the first two of the three manned landers can leave low Earth orbit within one 
day of each other, and thus that the two crews will unload cargo and assemble the first part 
of the settlement as an integrated team upon nearly simultaneous arrival at the lunar surface. 
Completion of settlement assembly will follow arrival of the third lander, with its settlers and 
settlement components and sub-systems. 

The Lunar Settlement: Project Management Aspects. The schedule and cost aspects 
of the Columbus Project have been summarized in Figures 4-8 , which also indicate those 
aspect of the overall enterprise which are implemented by Project staff ("direct effort"), by 
procurement action and by sub-contracts to academic centers. Direct effort is taken to be 
available at zero salary cost, via volunteer work, and at effort efficiencies with which we are 
immediately familiar. The miscellaneous supply-and-expense costs of such direct effort (e.g., 
per diem, working space rental, small tool and material costs, travel reimbursement, etc.) are 
labelled "Infrastructure" costs, and are estimated at rates typical of high technology endeavors 
at national laboratories. Contingency costs are estimated at rates comparabie to other efforts 
of this general type, and are appropriately scaled to the associated base amounts (i.e., large 
fractions for smaller bases or higher-risk types of endeavor). 

The Project's all-volunteer staff is expected to work primarily at American scientific and 
technical establishments, such as universities, national laboratories and federal contract re
search centers. Efforts at each such center will be largely self-organized and will be chartered 
by a central body, which will provide overall guidance and coordination of the work of the 
groups at these centers, ensuring that essential Project work is performed on-schedule and at 
the locations affording maximum efficiency of execution. 

Conclusion 

We have sketched why the creation of a permanent lunar settlement is a historical im
perative for the United States, briefly explained how it is technically and programmaticaHy 
feasible to found it on the quincentennial of Columbus's discovery of the New World, and 
provided first-order detailing of one particular way in which this fundamental milestone in 
human history could be set in place, moreover in a peculiarly American fashion. 

It is very clear to us that the costs in '.ffort and resources to commence human settlements 
off Earth are already far less than were required to take the first American step on the Moon, 
most of two decades ago, due principally to the very large advances in the American tech base 
which have been made since that time, e.g., the Space Shuttle. 
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In matters as basic as the foundation of off-planet settlements, history poses to Americans 
in ever more stark terms t i e questions "If not you, who? If not now, when?" If we cannot 
bestir ourselves to rise to this occasion, we may have judged ourselves in the current struggle 
to determine the leadership of the European Ascendency, and of our home planet. 
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Figure 5 
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Figure 6 
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Figure 8 


